
PRR introduced its FM 40’ flatcar in 1902, and is regarded by
many as a ‘signature’ car of the PRR. The cars were initially
used in regular service until the late 1950’s and many continued
in use as MoW cars as late as 1976.

The PRR style etched brakewheel
should be soldered or glued to a suita-
ble length of wire. Drill a hole to match
at the marked point on the deck at the
end. Early cars had brake wheels at
both ends

Fold the tab on the stirrups at the
etched fold line. The tabs fit under the
solebar away from car end. The hand
holds are placed above the solebar at
the ends of the car, under the wood
deck. If adding the stake pockets, the
pockets should be glued into place in
each of the socket locations.

If spray painting, this should be done
before adding the wood deck. Align
the deck to match and cut the small
tabs which hold the parts to the deck
to remove the deck and glue to frame.

Decals are produced for this car by N
Scale Kits and are included in the kit.

Contact us at sales@nscalekits.com                                    www.nscalekits.com

For the early container
service, [sometimes by the
Keystone Container Serv-
ice between 1928 to 1935],
until the end of the service
in 1950 the stake pockets
were removed. A number
of different containers
[SD1 to DD4] were used.
Prints of these containers

are available from various suppliers.

The containers were placed between locator ‘clips’ and these
bunks are included with the kit if this version is ordered.

The underframe
brake compo-
nents should be
glued to the sills
under the car,

noting that the brake parts did not protrude below the sill
depth.

This shows the layout of the decals to help
cutting the decal sheet. Refer to pictures of
the FM in service to place, as placement
did alter over time.

One of the best references is
Eldon Gatwood and Al
Buchan ‘Pennsylvania Rail-
road Flat Cars’ PRTHS 2008
with pictures and drawings
of the FM flatcar in various
roles and times.

Various trucks were used on FM cars, with the earliest being arch bar
trucks and later 2D-F8 trucks were installed. These are available in N
Scale from Bowser, but MicroTrain’s Coil Elliptic Bettendorf trucks could be
used as a close match.
Microtrain body mount couplers 001 02 050 are recommended, and will fit
into the chassis as indicated


